Study in another country is probably the greatest experience for
someone who’s looking for meeting a new culture while practicing
english language and Strong academic studies. That’s my case. On
the other hand, before I joined Insper, I have never thought about
this idea because of my Family economic condition. But, after taking
a full scholarship at Insper, this reality has became to be possible.
When I decided to apply to University of Mannheim, I tried to think
someplace that could both provide me an excelence experience on
the academic studies and a place totally different from my daily life.
Staying in a city that is not consider a big center of german
economic, like Frankfurt or Berlin, possibly will give me the
opportunity to stay close to the german culture and their costumes.
Besides that, University of Mannheim is consider one of the best
schools of business in Germany and Europe. I would like to take a
new point of view on Business Administration studies and Mannheim
is a great option because it’s one of the oldest schools of business in
Germany and education in that country is a global reference.
Besides of academic studies, speak english is something really
important nowadays. I’ve never had the opportunity to improve the
language abroad. But, I know that I am enough prepared to go to
Germany and this experience will be decisive for my career, specially
in the financial Market, which I would like to work. Staying in a
country where few people speak portuguese will be a challenge for
me. Moreover, Germany is situated in the heart of Europe and it will
let me travel to other countries easily, something that will expose me
to many other languages.
I believe that Insper’s Scholarship Program and Insper University
provide an unique oportunity for students because of the bilateral
partnerships with other institutions. I’ve been planing for the
Exchange program since I joined Insper. With no doubts, I will
represent my home university well and I will carry the name of Insper
with great pride in Germany.

